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ABSTRAK 

Researcher  : Amaliah Syarif 

Reg.Number  : 20400115068 

Department  : English Education 

Faculty  : Tarbiyah and Teaching Science 

Title : The Implementation the Power of Two Strategy for 

Teaching Reading Skills at MA Darul Kamal Mandalle. 

Consultant I  : Dr. H. Nur Asik, M. Hum. 

Consultant II  : Dra. Hj.St. Azisah, M. Ed. St, Ph.D. 

 

The aim of this research was to find out the effect of the Power of Two 

Strategy to improve students‟ reading skill. This research was conducted at MA 

Darul Kamal Mandalle Pangkep Regency in Academic Year 2019/2020. The 

objective of the research was to find out whether there was any significant effect 

of the implementation the power of two strategy to improve students‟ reading 

skill. 

The type of this research is quantitative. The design of this research was 

Pre Experimental design. It was applied with one group pre-test and post-test 

design.The population were 91 students. The sample were 20 students in the first 

grade. The sample were taken by urposive sampling, the reason for choosing this 

class as a sample because the teacher of this school suggested to take this 

class.The instrument used to collect data was reading test, namely narative text. 

The data collected in this research were analyzed by using t-test. 

According to result of statistical calculation, the obtained value of t-test is 14.04 

and the value of t-table from df (19) on degree of significant of 5% is 2.09. 

comparing with each value of the degree of significant the researcher found 14.04 

> 2.09. It means that t-test was higher than t-table. Therefore, the alternative 

hypothesis (H1) was accepted and the null hyphothesis (H0) was rejected. The 

researcher concludes that the Power of Two Strategy was significantly improve 

students‟ reading skill at the first grade of MA Darul Kamal Mandalle. 

The finding of this research  showed that the Power of Two Strategy was 

successsfull in improving students‟ reading skill. The improvement could be seen 

from the increase of students‟ reading score. Besides, the finding also showed that 

the Power of Two Strategy was effective in enhancing the students‟ participation, 

especially in terms of sharing idea, and answering question and they also felt 

confident and be more active in the class room activities.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses the research background that leads to research 

problem, research objectives, research significance, research scope and definitions 

of operational variables. 

A. Background 

Reading is one of some aspects in teaching learning English that should be 

learned by students. Reading is a key to improve learning outcome in many fields 

of study. It has been known that reading as one of language skills that is really 

important to be mastered by students at any level. Brassell and Rasinski (2008) 

states that reading is a multidimensional process that involves the eyes, the ears, 

the mouth, and most importantly, the brain. It means that reading is one of 

processes to get some  information. Therefore, by reading students must be focus 

on the text so that their can understand what the text tell about.  

Islam also affirms the importance of reading as it appears in al-Alaq surah 1-5 

as following below:  

 بِاسْنِ رَبكَِّ الَّذِي خَلَقَ )
( عَلَّنَ ٤( الَّذِي عَلَّنَ بِالْقلَنَِ )٣اقْزَأْ وَرَبُّكَ الأكْزَمُ ) (٢قٍ )( خَلَقَ الإنْسَانَ هِنْ عَلَ ١اقْزَأْ

 (٥الإنْسَانَ هَا لنَْ يَعْلنَْ )

Meaning : “Read! In the Name of your God the Creator.Who created man 

from a clod. Read! For your God, Moat Magnanimous. With the pen. Has 

taught man what he did know then”. (Holy Qur‟an 2011, 787)  
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The verse above shows how Allah has prioritized the the obligation of 

reading for all the people. Because by reading every human can understand and 

learn something new that he does not know. Reading means the ability to draw the 

meaning from printed page and to interpret the information appropriately. This 

activitiy ordenarly requires the reader  not only to read the text but also to 

undestand it. Thus, it can be said that reading always comes along with 

comprehension  

In reading activity, the students were required to be able to comprehend the 

reading passage. Reading can not  be separated from comprehension because the 

purpose or the result of reading activity is to comprehend what has been read. 

Reading without understanding what has been read is useless. If the students 

could be comprehend given the text, it means that they were good at reading 

comprehension and this will help to reach the high reading achievement                  

Based on the Lesson Plan in K13 for First Grade in MA Darul Kamal 

Mandalle, the main objective in learning reading narrative text are students are 

able to responds and understand the meaning of narrative text and its language 

feature to be used daily life.  As well as students are able to express the meaning 

and the identify the steps used in narrative text (School Office, 2019). 

Understanding the objectives, the researcher does a simple test over some students 

that had to learn this narrative text. The researcher establishes a narrative text and 

then identify the steps used in narrative test consisting of orientation, 

complication, sequence of event, reorientation and resolution. 
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The result of the test is that students‟ reading skill in reading narrative text are 

not good, it is because of some reasons. Firstly, lack of vocabularies. Secondly, 

grammatical aspect. Thirdly, the students had difficulty to understand the meaning 

and conclusion of the text. Besides the simple text, the Researcher interviewed the 

English teacher of the First Grade and according to the teacher‟s interview, the 

result are: Firstly, the students lack of vocabularies, they generally had limited 

number to understand the text,  secondly, the students did not had a good reading 

motivation and thirdly, the students still not completely understand the grammar. 

Comparing the test result and the interview, the researcher concludes that 

students‟ reading skill is still not good. (Nurmawaddah S.pd On September 23
th
 

2019). 

Based on test result and interview with English Teacher, communication 

competence in English is low. Kaharuddin and Ismail (2019) states some 

important factors contributing to the outcomes. There are four main factors are 

taken into account. First, the quality of curriculum and teaching materials (how 

curricula and teaching material are designed). Second, teachers‟ competencies 

(level of knowledge, expertise, and experiences). Third, learning situations 

(number of students, room size and learning facilities). Fourth, learners‟ attitude 

(motivation, strategy, and learning styles and preferences). 

In contrary with the problems mentioned previously that faced, the researcher 

focus on the fourth factor and overcomed those problems by implementing a 

suitable strategy that was able to improve the students‟ reading skill namely the 

power of two strategy. Surya Azmi Hidayat (2012) said that “The power of two” 
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strategy is to emphasize the ability of the students‟ thinking about something like 

they work in small group so that the students would be more active in thinking 

and work together during learning process.  

Sanjaya (2008) assumed that the Power of Two is combination of two people. 

In this case is form small group and each group consist of two people. This 

activity was carried out in order to appear synergy. It meant that two person 

would be better than one person. Based on the opinion above it could be 

concluded that the Power of Two Strategy is teaching reading strategy which has 

the purpose to comprehend the text. This strategy will help students how to 

understand and comprehend reading skill by working in pairs so that the students 

could change their mind each other to solve the problems in reading.  

Based on the previous mentioned problem, the researcher argues that the use 

of the Power of two Strategy in teaching and learning process was really 

important that would help the teacher to overcome the students‟ problems in 

learning English especially in reading. That was why, the researcher was 

interested in conducting research under the title “The Implementation  the Power 

of Two Strategy for Teaching Reading Skills at MA Darul Kamal Mandalle”. 

B. Research Problem 

Based on the background above, the researcher formulated the problem as 

follows: 

“Is there any significant effect of the implementation the Power of Two Strategy 

to improve the students‟ reading skill at MA Darul Kamal Mandalle?” 
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C. Research Objective 

Related to the research problems above, the research objectives of this 

research as follow: 

“To find out wheter is there significant effect of the implementation the Power of 

Two Strategy to improve the students‟ reading skill at MA Darul Kamal 

Mandalle.” 

D. Research Significance 

The out put of this research are expected to provide some significance as 

follows: 

1. Theoretically Significance 

The result of this study is expected to give valuable knowledge in 

teaching reading  by using the Power of Two Strategy at senior high 

school. 

2. Practically Significance 

a. For the teacher, the result of this study is expected to give contribution 

to take the way out of problem dealing with the teaching of reading. 

b. For the students, this result is intended to increase reading skill of 

students through learning strategy that can raise their motivation and 

improve their achievement in learning reading. 

c. For other researcher, the result of this study also is expected to the next 

researcher as guidance of profounding consideration to do research to 

enlarge insight and give more accurate result corresponding to the 

teaching the Power of Two Strategy to improve reading skill. 
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E. Research Scope 

The focus in this research was used an alternative teaching reading strategy 

namely the Power Two Strategy in teaching students‟ reading skill especially on 

reading about narrative text. 

F. Operational Defenition of Terms 

For better understanding of the research, the following terms defined by the 

resercher as used in the study. They were: 

1. The Power of Two Strategy 

The Power of Two Strategy is a learning strategy that forms students 

into groups and each group consists of two people who must form good 

teamwork to complete the tasks given by the teacher by sharing with each 

other 

2. Reading skill 

Reading skill is the ability of someone to process the text and 

understand the purpose of the text. 

Therefore, students‟ reading ability could be seen by understanding 

certain objects based on the analysis they have. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The chapter is divided into four main sections, namely reviews of related 

research findings, pertinent ideas, theoretical framework and hypotheses. 

A. Review of Related Findings 

In order to make different research from the previous research, the research 

has found a few previous studies that were concerned with the Power of Two 

Strategy used in English teaching and learning as follows: 

First, Surya Azmi Hidayat (2012) conducted a reasearch entitled“ The Power 

of Two in Teaching and Learning at the Second Grade og MTSN Padang 

Batung”. He found that the teacher activity in using the Power of Two in teaching 

and learning is well and the students more interestedto learn in the class, they had 

more confidence and they are more active in class activity. 

Second, Andini and Ratmanida (2019) conducted a research entitled 

“Teaching Reading through the Power of Two Strategy for Senior High School 

Students”. They found that this strategy would facilitate students to figure out 

their problems in reading. It also make students enjoy and relax in reading 

process. Thus, students can improve their reading skill ability. 

Thirdly, Triwahyuni (2016) conducted a research entitled “the Implementation 

of The Power of Two Strategy to Solve the Students‟ Problem in Reading 

Comprehension at First Grade of SMK PGRI 1 Tulungagung Academic Years 

2015/2016”. She found that this strategy improved students‟ reading 

comprehension increased well and the students‟ score in each test from every 
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cycle was improved. The next, the students‟ motivation to learn was progressed. 

The last, the students‟ passive in class could be decrease. 

Fourth, Nugrahaini (2015) conducted a research entitled “ the Power of Two 

Strategy and the Mastery of Recount Text”. She found that the implementation the 

power of two Strategy was reasonable because it could give students‟ motivation 

to learn English expecially in reading. Thus, the Power of Two Strategy was not 

only good to improve students‟ reading comprehension, but also to improve 

students‟ interest and motivation. 

Fifth, Sulistyani (2015) conducted a research entitled “the Effectiveness of the 

Power of Two Strategy in Students‟ Reading Comprehension in Narrative Text”. 

She found that teaching reading using the Power of Two Strategy  was effective. 

It based on the result of data analysis of t- test showed that the t-value was higher 

thant t-table (4.33>1.67). 

Based on those previous research conducted , it could be conclude that the 

Power of Two  Strategy as one of cooperative learning gave a good impact to the 

students. 

B. Some Pertinents Idea 

1. Concept of Reading 

a. Definition of Reading 

Reading is one of English skills are important way of gaining information in 

language learning and guiding learners thinking besides listening, writing and 

speaking. Reading is very important activity in human‟s life. This is due to the 

fact that people mostly get knowledge and information through reading. Reading 
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is fundamental skill upon which formal education depends. The reading ability 

affects the other skills ability.  

There are some definitions of reading. Nunan (2003) states that reading is a 

fluent process of readers combining information from a text and their own 

background knowledge to build meaning. It means that readers‟ background 

knowledge take an important role in the reading process and affects the success of 

reading comprehension 

Alderson J.C. (2000) stated that reading is built from two components: word 

recognition and comprehension. These two components gained through reading 

will foster learners‟ language competence. Frendrick et al, (2006) reading is 

decodnding and undestanding writtent text. Decoding requeries translation the 

symbol of writing system (include braille) into the spoken word therepresent. 

Understanding is determined by the purpose of reading, the context, the nature of 

the text and the readers‟ strategies and knowledge. 

Moreover, according to Grabe (2009), reading is a process when readers learn 

something from what they read and involve it in an academic context as a part of 

education. In the classroom, some teachers often use texts or books as media to 

deliver material of a subject. Furthermore, the teacher asks the students to read the 

texts to grab information in order that they could master the material. Reading 

also engages human brain, emotions, and beliefs as Weaver (2009) states that 

reading is a process which is very much determined by what the reader‟s brain 

and emotions and beliefs bring to the reading : the knowledge or information (or 

misinformation, absence of information), strategies for processing text, moods, 

fears and joys- all of it. 
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According to the definitions above, it can be concluded that reading is a 

process of combining the information from a text and the background knowledge 

of the reader in order to build meaning. It involves the interaction between the 

readers and the text. 

b. Types of Reading 

There are four types of reading according to Parel & Jai in Hamid (2008) they 

are: 

Intensive reading is related to further progress in language learning under the 

teacher‟s guidance. Intensive reading will provide a basis for explaining 

difficulties of structure and for extending knowledge of vocabulary and idioms. It 

will also provide material for developing greater control of the language in speech 

and writing. 

Extensive reading is the reading for pleasure. The reader wants to know about 

something. The reader does not care about specific or important information after 

reading. Usually people read for to keep them update. 

Reading aloud also play important role in teaching of English. Teacher should 

know that the training of reading aloud must be given at primary level because it 

is the base of words pronunciation. If it is not cared, it will be very difficult at 

secondary level. 

Silent reading is a very important skill in teaching of English. This reading 

should be employed to increase reading ability among learners. Silent reading is 

done to acquire a lot of information. Teacher has to make them read silently as 

and when they are able to read without any difficulties. It is kind of habit in which 

learner are enabled to read without any audible whisper. 
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c. The Aims of Reading 

The aims of Reading are looking for and getting information from books, 

references, texts or others. In Reading, the students have to understand the idea, 

the context, and the meaning of the texts in the passage. According to Anderson 

(2003) there are some aims of reading, those are:  

1) Reading for details or fact  

The students read the text to get detail information of text or know the 

inversion that have been done by the writer or solve the problem of the 

writer.  

2) Reading for main idea  

The students read the text (books) to know why the topic is good or 

interesting find the problems on the passage and make summaries of the 

passage.  

3) Reading for sequence or organization 

The students read the text to know what is happening in each part of the 

passage in every episode and solve the problem of the text.  

4) Reading for inference  

The students read the text in order to find out the conclusion from the 

action or idea in the text.  

5) Reading to classify  

The students read the text to classify some information or actions of the 

writer in the text or paragraph. 

6) Reading to evaluate  

The students read the text to find out the characteristic of each character 

then evaluate them, either the character can be imitated or not and the 
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student tries to evaluate the writer has done or what he tries to explain or 

contrast.  

7) Reading to compare or contrast  

The students read to compare the plot of the text or content that having 

similarity with the readers or even contrast.  

Based on the description above, it can be assumed that the aims of reading are 

to get detail information of text, to classify some information or actions of the 

writer in the text of paragraph, to compare the plot of the text or content whether 

having similarity with the writer or even contrast etc. 

2. The Conception of Reading Skill 

a. Definition of Reading Skill 

Reading skill is the ability to relate the textual material to one‟s own 

knowledge by comprehending the text (Fauziati, 2002). Reading is more than 

sounding letters, calling words or responding to print. It is communication 

between an author and the reader. Tindale (2003) says that reading skills are 

generally defined as automatic processing abilities, where as strategies are 

deliberate actions performed to achieve a particular goal. A skill can become a 

strategy when it is used intentionally. Reading processes is related to develop 

skills. The readers will develop their reading skill after reading effectively. 

The skill of reading is used by the reader to anticipate text information, 

selecting key information, organize and mentally summarize information, monitor 

comprehension, repair comprehension breakdowns, and match comprehension 

output to the reader goals. Every reader has their own way of reading to do that 

which is appropriate with them. The teacher should give some skills to the 
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students to make them comprehend text easily. Using the skills, the students may 

increase the pleasure and effectiveness of reading activity.  

In academic field, reading aims at some things new to learn. Learning will be 

successful when there is a change in mind by knowing something from unknown. 

After knowing something, students have to understand the thing so that they can 

apply the knowledge in a real life or at least they can pass their school exam. To 

gain this successful process, the students should have a skill to bring them into a 

good comprehension in reading a text. Harmer (2001) conveys several skills of 

reading as follows:  

a. Identifying the topic  

The readers‟ background knowledge would be connected to the topic in 

building knowledge about the text.  

b. Predicting and guessing  

The readers predict what will come next and then may guess the content of 

the text.  

c. Reading for general understanding  

Without worrying the detail, the readers will be able to get the idea of the 

text and simply understand it.  

d. Reading for specific information.  

The readers read the text in order to get the specific detail of the text.  

e. Reading for detailed information  

The readers practice this skill when the purpose of the reading process is to 

understand everything in detail.  
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f. Interpreting text  

The readers are able to see what the purpose of the text using variety of 

clues to understand what the author means. 

There are skills of reading from other experts. One of the experts is 

Mikulecky in Lani Suryani (2015) also proposes reading skills that can be seen in 

the table below: 

Reading Skills and the Purposes 

No Skills   Purposes 

1. Automatic decoding  Students are able to recognize a word at a 

glance.  

2. Previewing and 

predicting  

Students are able to guess what the text is 

about by looking at the text a quick once 

over.  

3. Identifying purposes  Students are able to predict what the form 

and context of the text will be.  

4. Specifying Purposes  Students are able to know why the text is 

being read.  

5. Scanning  Students are able to find out the specific 

information in a text by looking at the text 

very rapidly.  

6. Recognizing topics  Students are able to find out what the text 

tells about after reading and comprehending 

the text.  
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7. Locating the topic 

sentences  

Students are able to find out a topic sentence 

in a text.  

8. Making inference by use 

evidence  

Students are able to infer main ideas of the 

text and can show the evidence that supports 

their inference.  

9. Guessing the meaning of 

unknown words from the 

context  

Students are able to guess the meaning of 

unknown word from the context.  

10. Skimming  Students are able to process a text rapidly at 

many levels in order to get an overall picture 

of it.  

11. Paraphrasing  Students are able to paraphrase the text to 

help them understand the text by using their 

own words.  

12. Summarizing  Students are able to shorten the text by 

retaining and re-stating the main idea by 

leaving out details.  

13. Drawing conclusion  Students are able to put together the 

information from several parts of the text 

and induce new or additional ideas.  

14. Reading critically  Students are able to judge the accuracy of 

the text with respect to what the reader 

already knows and distinguish facts or 
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opinions.  

15. Reading faster  Students are able to read fast enough to 

allow the brain to process the input.  

 

b. Assessing Reading Skill 

Assessment is measurement done by the teacher to know how far the students 

have already understood the materials that has been discussed. In teaching 

reading, assessment is aimed to measure how far the students comprehend texts. 

According to Alderson (2000), there are some techniques that can be used by 

teachers to assess the reading comprehension of the students as follow: 

1) Integrative test 

These tests are designed to obtain a much more general idea of how well 

Students read a text. 

2) The cloze test and gap-filling test 

The cloze test is constructed from a collected text arranged by applying 

random deletion procedure for words. The words deleted are between five 

and twelve. Meanwhile, the gap-filling test does not used random deletion, 

but rational deletion. The words which are deleted represent the idea about 

what the whole sentence. 

3) Multiple choice technique 

It is a common technique usually done by teachers in assessing reading 

comprehension. This technique allows the students to choose the right 

answer from some possible answer given. 
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4) Matching technique 

This technique allows the students to match two sets of components. For 

example, the testers match the title with paragraphs. 

5) Dichotomous technique 

This technique allows the tester to choose two possible answers given i.e. 

true and false. The students have to choose one of those two choices. 

6) Short-answer technique 

The short-answers technique is constructed by giving questions requiring a 

brief response in a few words. It is possible used to interpret and to see 

whether the students have really understood the specific information of the 

text. 

7) The summary test 

This technique allows the students to summarize the main idea of each 

paragraph of the whole text. 

3. The Concept of Cooperative Learning 

a. Definition  of Cooperative Learning 

Cooperative Learning In English teaching learning is necessary the effort by 

teacher to assist teachers in comprehend course that is presented. As we know, 

English isn‟t first language that we used, but native language that should we learn. 

So as teacher should have a set of model of teaching learning to get optimal 

learning.  

According to Mills, model is form of accurate delegation as actual process that 

makes possible people try to act grounded on the model. So a model is system that 
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used to orientation to make teaching learning program in class or tutorial. It has 

function to assist students get information, ideas, skill and the way to express their 

ideas. Each model guides us as we design instructional to help students achieve 

various objectives.  

Many model that can used to teaching learning. One of them is cooperative 

learning. Cooperative learning is a type of learning model collectively. It is a 

model of teaching learning where students work in team collaboratively (Slavin, 

1985). While Johnson (1994) has opinion that cooperative learning is make 

grouped the student into small team in other to they can work along with maximal 

skill. This model can apply to all of course. It can used to give motivation to 

students in other to they have braveness to give their argument in the teaching 

learning process. Cooperative learning can make students to sharing ideas and 

appreciate students‟ opinion. It can help students to handle problem that given by 

teacher to solve their team. So, by cooperative learning, student can get learning 

objective averagely.  

There are not limitations with students active and students passive.   Usually, 

cooperative learning does in group. But not all learning in group is said as 

cooperative learning. Roger and David Jonshon (2009:58) state that there are five 

elements in cooperative learning:  

a. Positive interdependence  

In this element show that in cooperative learning there are two group 

responsibilities. First member should study about the material that is task 
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and the second is certifying all of member in group study the material that is 

task. So all member will be interdependent with another in group.  

b. Personal responsibility  

The purpose of cooperative learning is making all of member in group being 

forceful individual. Member of group should solve the task equally. Some 

tips to make responsibility are the member in group do not too big; every 

member should get task in group and do assessment toward every personal.  

c. Face to face promotive interaction  

The mean of promotive interaction is dependence positive. The 

characteristics of promotive interaction are:  

1) Interdependent effectively and efficiently.  

2) Give information that is needed in group.   

3) Processing information in group.  

4) Remind another member.  

5) Mutual assist and develop argument from member.  

6) Mutual trust.  

7) Give motivation another in group.  

d. Interpersonal skill  

To coordinate the activities students in reach learning goal, students should 

able to communicate, receive each argument and support another. 
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e. Group processing  

Processing means assess. Through group processing can identify from phase 

activities the member of group.  As similar to other strategies, cooperative 

learning has purpose.  

They are state of Kindsvatter, Wilen and Ishler (1996:308) about the purpose of 

cooperative learning:  

a. To increase achievement through group collaboration that enable student to  

learn from each other.  

b. To provide an alternative to competitive structure of most classrooms today 

that discourages the poorer students.  

c. To improve human relation in the classroom by promoting interdependent 

activities that teaches collaborative skills.  

 From the statements, the researcher concluded that the collaborative among 

students can assist poor students to specific skill. So, the ability of students in the 

class can be spread evenly.  There are many strategies of cooperative learning that 

usually used in teaching learning. There are listening team, Think-Pair-Share, 

Point Counter-Point, Three Step Interview, Snowballing, Index Card Match, Card 

Short, Concept Mapping, The Power of Two and many others.   
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4. The Concept of the Power of Two Strategy 

a. Definition of the Power of Two 

Silberman (2009), states that the Power of Two Strategy is combining the 

power of two heads. Combining the two heads in this case is to form small 

groups, each student is paired. This activity is done so that the emergence of a 

synergy that two heads are better than one.  

According to Hisyam (2008), states that the Power of Two Strategy have 

principle that think two are far better than thinking own. Agus (2011) states that 

the learning activity in this strategy started by the teachers‟ questions. The 

students answer the teachers‟ question themselves. After all of the students answer 

the question, the students are required to looking for partner and make a new 

answer again. After that, each partner also discus with other partner to the result 

obtained to be better. The Power of Two has aimed to make students be active 

either individually or in group. 

In addition Djamarah (2010) suggest that Strategy the Power of Two is 

designed to maximaize the learning collaborative and minimize the gap betweeen 

student and other students. So, this strategy has principle that thingking of two 

students is better than alone. Muqowin (2007) explain that the Power of Two 

Strategy is an activity to increase collaborative learning and encourage the 

benefits of that‟s synergy, because two peoples is better than one. 

From the definitions mentioned previously, the power of two strategy is one of 

teaching strategy which included in cooperative learning in which the students are 

asked to solve the problem by discussing with their pairs. It emphasized the 
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students‟ team work when discussing with their pairs to find the answer of the 

questions given by the teacher. 

b. The Procedure of the Power of Two  

According to Sanaky (2006:45), the procedures of “the power of two” strategy 

in learning process are as follows:  

a. Teacher gives a problem (find language feature, characters and the  

characteristic, and the moral value). 

b. Teacher asks the students to find language feature, characters and  

the characteristic, and the moral value individually.  

c. Teacher divides the students into pairs based on students‟ attendance list or 

randomly. After all of students find language feature, characters and the 

characteristic, and the moral value, ask them to work in pairs and share 

their idea with their pairs.  

d. Teacher asks the pairs to discuss each question.  

e. Teacher asks the students to discuss their result discussion. Here, the  

students asked to discuss the problem which is not clear or difficult to be 

understood. All pairs compare their answer from one pairs to another. In 

the end of the class, teacher together with the students conclude the 

material. 

According to Silberman (2009), there are some steps considered important in 

the implementation of the power of two strategy in classroom:  

1) The teacher gives a students some question that need reflection and 

thought  
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2) The teacher asks all of students to answer the questions individually. 

3) The students finish answer the teachers‟ question, after that make a 

students in pair and ask them to share their answer with their partner. 

4) The teacher asks each partner to create a new answer. 

5) When all of partner have finished answer the questions, and then the 

teachers asked them to compare the answer of each partner to the other 

partner.  

c. Advantages  of the Power of Two Strategy 

As the Strategy of learning the power of two has some advantages, According 

to Harmer (2001), the advantages of the Power of Two Strategy as follows:  

1) The students are not depended to the teacher but she can think self, find 

information from various sources, and learn from other students.  

2) To develop students‟ ability to express or compare the idea with other. 

3) The students can cooperate with other and realize about their limitation and 

accept all of weakness.  

4) Make a students to be more responsible in carrying out their task 

5) Increase the motivation and give support to think.  

6) Increase academic achievement and social skill.  

7) It is relatively quick and easy to organize  

8)  Help classroom to become a more relaxed and friendly place.  

9) It recognizes the old maxim that „two heads are better than one‟, and 

promoting the cooperation between students.  
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d. Disadvantages of the Power of Two Strategy 

Beside the advantages the Power of Two Strategy has disadvantages. 

According to Harmer (2007), the disadvantages of the power of two strategy as 

follows: .  

1) Make each students in pair and sharing among partner make learning is not 

conducive.  

2) In a group usually any one or two students that lazy and not responsible to 

do the task. So they only waiting the answer from their friend.  

3) The actual choice of paired partner can be problematic, especially if 

students frequently find themselves working with someone they are not 

keen on. 

4. The Concept of Narrative Text 

a. Definition of Narrative Text  

Narrative text is a form of writing used to relate the story of acts or events. 

Meyers (2005) states that narrative is one of the most powerful ways of 

communicating with others. A good reading story lets your reader response to 

some event in your life as if it were own. They not only understand the event, but 

they can almost feel it. The action, details, and dialogue put the readers in these 

seem and make it happen for them. 

According to Anderson in Alberti (2014) narrative text is a text that has a 

purpose to entertain the reader or listener. As well as Bal (2009), narrative text is 

a text that consist of story, wheter in written or spoken and has a chain of events. 

The events have related each other. The narrative text have three stages: 
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beggining, events and ending.  However narrative text can also be written to teach 

or inform, to change attitude or social opinions, and to show the moral of the 

story. 

b. Component of Narrative Text 

Anderson (1997) states the steps for constructing a narrative as follow:  

1) Orientation 

 The readers are introduced to the main characters and possibly some minor 

characters. Some indications are generally given of where the action is 

located and when it is taking place.  

2) Complication/ rising action 

 The complication is pushed along by a serious of events, during which we 

usually expect some sort of complication or problem to arise. It just would 

not be so interesting if something unexpected did not happen. This 

complication will involve the main characters and often serves toward them 

from reaching their goal.  

3) Sequence of event/ Climax  

 This is where the narrator tells how the character reacts to the complication. 

It includes their feeling and what they do. The event can be told in 

chronological order (the order in which they happen) or with flashback. The 

audience is given the narrator‟s point of view.  

4) Resolution/ falling action  

 In this part, the implication may be resolved for better or worse, but it is 

rarely left completely unresolved (although this is of course possible in 

certain toes of narrative which leaves us wondering “How did it end?” 

5) Reorientation 
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Provides a comment or moral value based on what has been learned from 

the story.  

c. Types of Narrative Text 

There are many different types of narrative according to Anderson (1997):  

1) Fantasy is fiction contains unrealistic or unworldly elements and magical 

adventure. Six basic motifs are covered: magic, secondary worlds, good 

versus evil, heroism, special character types, and fantastic objects.  

2) Fable is a short allegorical narrative making a moral point, traditionally by 

means of animal characters that speak and act like human beings.  

3) Mystery is a narrative that involves a crime or intriguing problem around 

which the plot is built. The main character embarks on a search to reveal 

the hidden secrets to explain clue-based events, find the truth and solve the 

problem. The focus is on the character and actions of the person solving 

the crime rather than on the criminal or victims of the crime.  

4) Fairy tales is a fictitious story about things that happened long ago, or 

things that may not have really happened.  

5) Myth is a story that usually explains something about the world and 

involves gods and other superhuman beings.  

6) Realistic fiction is a classification of literature containing stories that could 

happen in the real world, in a time and setting that is possible, and with 

characters that are true to life, yet drawn from the writer‟s imagination.  

7) Folktale is a story with no known author. Folktales are passed down from 

one generation to another by word of mouth.  
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8) Legend is a narrative of human actions that are perceived both by teller 

and listener to take place within human history.  

9) Science fiction is fiction based upon some imagined development of 

science, or upon the extrapolation of a tendency in society. Science fiction 

is that class of prose narrative treating of a situation that could not arise in 

the world we know.  

10) Poetry is a literature expressed in various, metrical forms, structures and 

arrangements that are traditionally characterized by rhythmical patterns of 

language. 

C. Hypothesis 

Based on some description in the review of related literature and some previous 

mentioned findings, the hypothesis were formulate as follows: 

1 (H0): There is no significant difference of the students‟ reading skill before and 

after using of the Power of Two Strategy. 

2 (H1): There is a significant difference of the students‟ reading skill before and 

after using of the Power of Two Strategy. 

D. Theoritical Framework 

Reading is one of skills in language which has important role. Reading is a 

way to get information from a text. It must be learned and developed because it 

will be needed by people to add to broad their knowledge about everything. It also 

helps students to update the most recent information. Therefore, reading is the 

window of the world. 
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In fact, most of students feel reading is boring activity, moreover reading an 

English text. They think that reading an English text is difficult because they have 

luck of vocabulary and the students still not completely understand the grammer, 

so they get problems to understand the text. Besides, teacher did not use 

appropriate strategy to teach reading that encourages students to be active. So, the 

students got bored and the students were not interest in the lesson.  

In this case, the researcher has responsibility to make students being interested 

and motivated in learning process especially in reading lesson. The teacher has to 

use the suitable and interesting strategy to teach reading, in order to make students 

want to learn, enjoy the reading learning and improve their reading skill.  

Based on the statement above, the researcher needs to find alternative 

teaching strategy and technique which can encourage and motivate the students in 

reading class, and also can improve their reading skill. Anderson (2008) to make 

students become active and get involved in reading activities, it is needed to teach 

them using reading strategies because reading with various strategies makes 

students be more creative and become critical readers. There are some strategies 

to involve and engage students in reading activity. Cooperative learning is one of 

the strategy. Laal (2012), cooperative learning is educational approach to teaching 

a learning that involves groups of students working together to solve problem, 

complete a task, or create the different idea. One of cooperative learning is the 

Power of Two strategy. 
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Furthermore, Djamarah (2010) the Power of Two Strategy is designed to 

maximaize the learning collaborative and minimize the gap betweeen student and 

other students. So, this strategy has principle that thingking of two students is 

better than alone. Muqowin (2007) explain that the Power of Two Strategy is an 

activity to increase collaborative learning and encourage the benefits of that‟s 

synergy, because two peoples is better than one.  

Andini and Ratmanida (2019) states that the Power of Two Strategy will 

facilitate students to figure out their problems in reading. It also make students 

enjoy and relax in reading process. Thus, students can improve their reading skill 

ability. This related to statement of Sulistyani (2015) that teaching reading using 

the Power of Two Strategy is effective to improve students reading skill. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter dealt with research variable, research design, research setting, 

research participants, research instrument, data collection procedures, and data 

analysis technique. 

A. Research Variable 

According to Geofray E. Mills and Lorraine Gay (2016), there were two 

variables of experimental study, they were dependent variable and independent 

variable.  

a. Dependent variable  

Dependent variable in an experimental study was the variable 

hypothesized to depend on or to be caused by another variable, the 

independent variable. The dependent variable of this research is reading 

skill. 

b. Independent Variable  

Independent variable in a research a research study was sometimes 

called the experimental variable, the manipulated variable, the cause, or 

the treatment variable, but regardless of the label, the independent variable 

is always the hypothesized cause of dependent variable (also called the 

criterion variable, the effect, the outcome, or the post-test). The 

independent variable of this research is the power of twostrategy. 
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B. Research Design 

In this research, the researcher used pre-experimental design that is One-Group 

Pre-test and Post-test Design because this research was only given to one group 

without any comparison group. The design presented as follows: 

 

Where:  O1  = Pre-test 

  X    = Treatment. 

  O2 = Post-test 

(Sugiyono, 2016) 

C. Research Setting  

1. Time  

 In collecting the data, the researcher conducted this research start from 

January 2019 until March 2020. 

2. Location 

This research was conducted in MA Darul Kamal Mandalle. This school is 

located in mandalle, Pangkep Regency, South Sulawesi Province. The location of 

the school was about 30 kilometers from Pangkep city and Pangkep City was 

about 50 kilometers from Makassar. 

The subject of the research were the first grade student of MA Darul Kamal 

Mandalle in academic yers of 2019/2020. The class has 25 students but the 

reseacher choose 20 students as a sample. The Subject was choosen because the 

students in this class have problems in the reading skill. 

The research was carried out during the English teaching-learning at MA 

Darul Kamal Mandalle in academic yers of 2019/2020. Data collection was done 

three a week with duration 2X45 minutes in every session following the school 

O1 X O2 
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calendar in which English lesson should be taught three a week. This research was 

carried out in the first semester in the academic year 2019/2020. 

The Schedule of the Research 

No The Activities Day/ Date 

1 Pre- Test Monday, September 30
th 

2019
 

2 Treatment 1 Thursday, October 3
nd

 2019 

3 Treatment 2 Monday, October 7
th

 2019 

4 Treatment 3 Thursday, October 10
th

 2019 

5 Treatmen 4 Monday, October  14
th

 2019 

6 Treatment 5 Thursday, October 17
th

 2019 

7 Treatment 6 Monday, October 21
th

 2019 

8 Post-test Thursday, October 24
th

 2019 

 

D. Reseach Participants 

1. Population 

According to Sugiyono (2017), population is a generalization area consisting 

of: objects / subjects that have certain quantities and characteristics set by 

researchers to be studied and then drawn conclusions. The population is related to 

the data. If every human give a data, then the size or number of populations will 

be the same as the number of people. The population of this research was the first 

grade at MA Darul Kamal Mandalle. Thus, the total of the students were 91 

students. 
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2. Sample 

Arikunto (2013) sample is the most of representative of who are researched. 

Furthermore, from Mustami (2015) the sample representing the population is a 

sample that is truly selected based on characteristics of the population. Strategy of 

taking sample was purposive sampling techniques.  Then, according to Geo fray 

E. Mills and Lorraine Gay (2016: 167), purposive sampling is the process of 

selecting a sample that is believed to be representative of a given population. In 

other words, the researcher selects the sample using his experience and knowledge 

of the group to be sampled. The sample were taken by purposive sampling 

because the teacher of this school suggest to take this class. Therefore, the 

researcher was conducted this research in the first grade which consist 20 

students. 

E. Research Instrument 

 In this research, the applied instrument tests, reading test in the form of 

narrative text. In Pre-test, the researcher use 8 texts in which consist of 25 

multiple choice questions. Here the students asked to answer the questions based 

on the text and then the pattern for post-test is similar with pre-test (the researcher 

use 7 texts in which consist of 25 multiple choice questions). 

F. Data Collection Procedures 

The procedures of collecting data in this research were follows: 

1. Pre-Test 

Pre-test had given to the students to find out the studends‟ reading skill before 

giving treatment. In this stage, the researcher used a reading test to find out how 
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well the students‟ reading skill before the researcher gave the students a treatment 

through the Power of Two as a strategy in teaching reading. 

The procedure of pre-test was follows: 

1) The researcher distributed the reading text to this students. The text 

containing The Power of Two Strategy which title. 

2) The researcher was explain to the students how to do the test. 

3) The students did the test for 40 minutes. 

4) The researcher submitted the test and corrected them. 

2. Treatments 

In the treatment was given after the pre-test. The researcher  gave treatment 

for the students in six meetings and each group for 90 minutes. Then the 

researcher gave short explained about The Power of Two Strategy. After that the 

researcher gives the narrative text to the students. And then the researcher gives 

instruction to the students to read and comprehend the narrative text. When 

students had answered the question the researcher divided the students into a 

group that consisted of only two students. Then students shared their opinion 

about the narrative text and then conclude the correct answered. 

3. Post-test 

In thsis stage, the researcher gave the students a test to find out  the students‟ 

reading skill after giving the treatment using the Power of Two Strategy. The 

result of the students‟ post-test  was compared with the result of the students‟ pre-

test to find out the students‟ improvement of their reading skill after giving a 

treatment. 
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G. Data Analysis  Technique 

The data that the researcher collected, was analyzed as the t-test, and the steps 

were as follows: 

1. Scoring the students correct answer of pre-test and post-test. 

 

P 
  

 
   X 100 

           (Gay 2006) 

2. Classifying the students‟ scores using the following scale : 

 

Frequency Categories 

100 – 81 Very Good 

80 – 61 Good 

60 – 41 Fair 

40 – 21 Poor 

20 – 0 Very Poor 

 

 

 

         (Brown, 2004) 

3. Calculating the mean score of students reading proficiency test by  formula:  

 ̅  
  

 
 

          (Gay 2006)  

Where :    ̅    : Mean Score  

                       :Sum of all score 

                N     :Total number of subject  
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4. To calculate the percentage of the students score, the formula which  used as 

follows: 

  
     

  
     

(Gay 2006) 

Notation:        :The persentage of improvement 

X2         : The total of post-test 

 X1                 : The total pre-test 

5. To find out the significant different between the pre-test and post-test by 

calculating the value of the test used the formula: 

     ̅=
  

 
 

Where: 

   ̅    = Deviation 

     = Standard Deviation 

  N  = Number of Students 

        (Gay 2006) 

6. To find out the significant differences between the score of pre-test and 

post-test, the researcher used the following formula: 

  
 ̅

√
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Where: 

 t  = test of Significance 

D     = The difference between the scores of pre-test and post-test    

(X1-X2)  

 ̅      = The mean score of the difference between the scores of pre-

test and post-test 

    2 
= The Sum of the difference scores 

N   = The number pairs of subject in the study 

1         = Constant Number 

        (Gay 2006) 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter generally presented the findings of the research which were 

presented as data description, and the discussion of the findings reveals argument 

and further interpretation of the findings. In this chapter, the researcher analyzed 

the data consisting of the result of pre-test and post-test. 

A. Findings 

The findings of the research were based on the results of the data analysis. The 

data analysis was used to collect data. The test consisted of pre-test and post-test. 

The pre-test was given to find out the students‟ background knowledge on reading 

before presenting the Power of Two strategy and the post-test was given to find 

out the enhancement of the students‟ reading comprehension after giving the 

treatment. 

1. The Students’ score Pre-test, post-test, gain (D) and Square. 

The students‟ result of pre-test and post-test could be seen in the following 

table. 

Table 4.1 

The total row of students‟ pre-test and post-test 

No Respondents 
Pre-Test 

(X1) 

Post-Test 

(X2) 
D (X2 –X1) D

2 

1 M1 30 75 45 2025 

2 M2 30 55 25 625 

3 M3 50 85 35 1225 
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4 M4 50 85 35 1225 

5 M5 40 60 20 400 

6 M6 35 60 25 625 

7 M7 45 70 25 625 

8 M8 40 70 30 900 

9 M9 30 65 35 1225 

10 M10 45 70 25 625 

11 M11 30 60 30 900 

12 M12 40 75 35 1225 

13 M13 40 70 30 900 

14 M14 40 65 25 625 

15 M15 55 75 20 400 

16 M16 40 60 20 400 

17 M17 40 55 15 225 

18 M18 30 75 45 2025 

19 M19 55 75 20 400 

20 M20 25 75 50 2500 

Jumlah ∑X 1= 790 ∑X2 =1380 ∑D =590 ∑D
2
=19.100 

 

Based on the students‟ result of pre-test and post-test can be seen in the table 

4.1 above that the description of students‟ score of pre-test     and post-test     , 

Gain/difference between the matched pairs     and the square of the gain     . 

To get the answer of the researcher has collected the result from two kinds of the 

test namely pre-test and post-test. The pre-test was given to find out the students‟ 

background knowledge on reading before presenting the Power of Two Strategy 
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and the post-test was given to find out the enhancement of the students‟ reading 

skill after giving the treatment. 

The total score of pre-test was 790, the total score of post-test was 1380, 

gain/difference between in the match pair was 590, the total square of the gain 

was 19.100. 

2. The Classification of the Students’ Pre-test and Post-Test Scores. 

The table 4.2 and 4.3 showed the classification of the students‟ reading skill 

at the MA Darul Kamal Mandalle in pre-test and post-test scores. 

Table 4.2 

The Rate Percentage of Score in Pre-Test 

No Classification Score Frequency Percentage 

1 Very Good 100-81 0 0% 

2 Good 80-61 0 0% 

3 Fair 60-41 6 30% 

4 Poor 40-21 14 70% 

5 Very Poor 20-0 0 0% 

Total 20 100% 

Based on the table above, the result shows that there was no student got the 

range score between 81-100 and 61-80. Then, only  30% or 6 studens got the 

range score 41-60. The range between 21-40 was about 70% or  14 students. It 

meant half of student got bad score. There were not any students in the very poor 

score classification (0-20). 
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The description above shows that the highest gain of pre-test was 70% which 

got the range score 21-40, by 14 students. As a matter on fact, there were three 

categories of range score in which there not any students obtain the percentage 

score of the range in other word those range were posed by zero percent (0%). 

After getting the score from pre-test, the student were thaught reading narrative 

text by using the power of two strategy. It was done by giving six time treatment 

before post-test. After giving the treatment, the post test was given to this class 

was measure their achivement after getting treatment by using the Power of Two 

Strategy. Below is the table of post test the result : 

Table 4.3 

The Rate Percentage of Score in Post-Test 

No Classification Score Frequency Percentage 

1 Very Good 100-81 2 10% 

2 Good 80-61 11 55% 

3 Fair 60-41 7 35% 

4 Poor 40-21 0 0% 

5 Very Poor 20-0 0 0% 

Total 20 100% 

 

Based on the table above, it can be conclude that the post-test result showed 

better result than the pre-test result. The result showed that there were 10% or 2 

students got the range score 81-100. Then, 11 students or 55% gotthe range score 
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61-80 and 7 students or 35% students got the range score 41-60. Nobody students 

got the range score 21-40 and 0-20.  

Based on the description above the highest percentage score was obtained by 

the range 61-80 namely 55% or 11 students. It can be concluded that the rate 

percentage in post-test higher than the rate of the pre-test. 

3. The Mean Score and the Improvement of  Students’ Reading Test. 

Based on the result ofthe test in pre-test and post-test that administered in MA 

Darul Kamal Mandalle, the researcher found  that there was an improvement of 

the students through the use of the Power of Two Strategy as presented in the 

table below: 

Table 4.4 

The Mean Score and the Improvement of students’ Reading Test 

Pre-Test Post- Test Range 
Improvment 

(%) 

39.5 69 -29.5 74.68 

 

The data on table 4.3 shows that the score of the students‟ reading test in pre-

test has improved 74.68 from the mean score 39.5 of pre–test to post-test of 69, 

and then the total score of the students‟ reading test has improved 74.68 

The comparison of each indicator from table above indicates that improvement 

in post-test (69) is greater than pre-test (39.5) it means that the results of the 

students‟ post-test in reading test showed the greatest improvement than pre-test.  

4. Hypothesis Testing 

The hyphothesis is tested by using inferential analysis. In this case, the 

researcher used t-test (test of significance ) for independent sample test, that was  
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a test to know the significance difference between the result of students‟ mean 

score in pre-test and post-test the researcher used t-test analysis on the level of 

significant (α) = 0.05 with the degree of freedom (df) = N – 1, where N = Number 

of subject (20 students) then the value of t-table is 2.09 the t-test statistical, 

analysis for independent sample is applied.  

Based on the result of the pre-test and post-test that administered, the 

researcher test the hypothesis to found out whether or not use of The Power of 

Two Strategy improve the students‟ reading skill.  

The result of the data analysis t-test and t-table  of the students‟ reading skill 

through the Power of Two Strategy can be seen in table below: 

Table 4.5 

The Comparison of T-test and T-table Score of the Students’ Reading Skill 

Variable t-test value t-table value 

Post-test 14.04 2.09 

  

The table above showed that t-test value was greater than t-table. The result of 

the test showed there was significant difference between t-table and t-test (14.04> 

2.09), it means that, t-table was smaller than t-test. Where the t-test was greater 

than t-table meant that there was significantly different between pre-test and post-

test after using treatment. It indicated that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was 

accepted and the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected. It meant that The Power of 

Two Strategy was significantly to improve the students‟ reading skill. 

B. Discussion 

This part deals with the interpretation of the findings derived from the result of 

statistical analysis. In this research, the researcher did pre-test, treatment, and 
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post-test. The pre-test was aimed to find out the students‟ prior reading skill. The 

treatment was aimed to improve the students‟ reading skill. At last post-test was 

conducted to find out whether there is an improvement of the students‟ reading 

skill after they were taught by The Power of Two Strategy. 

In pre-test, the rate percentage and classification score of the students none 

students‟ who got excellent, very good, good,  6 students got score fair, 14 

students got poor and none student got very poor. Frequence of the students in 

reading skill by using The Power of Two Strategy there was 6 students who got 

score which categorize as fair  (60-41) classification. There are 14 students who 

got score which categorized as poor (40-21) classification and there is none 

student who get score which categorize as very good (100-81) classification, there 

is none student who got score which categorized as good (80-61), there is none 

student who get score which is classified as very poor (20-0) classification. It 

happened because they were difficult to comprehend the reading text. They also 

were lack in vocabulary mastery and grammatical aspect.  

In conducting the treatment, the researcher applied The Power of Two Strategy. 

The treatments deal with the condition or situation of teaching and learning 

process where the researcher applied The Power of Two Strategy. This treatment 

took six meetings. In each meeting the researcher prepared different story or 

reading text with the questions for each reading text.  

At the first meeting, the researcher explained what the purpose of her research. 

Besides that, the researcher explained to the students what they would do in the 

first meeting, second meeting, third and fourth meeting, until six meeting and 
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what they would achieve after studying.  After the students understood about the 

explanation, the rsearcher continued the teaching learning process by giving 

explanation about how The Power of Two Strategy were applied. In this case the 

researcher explained how these strategies work in reading text. 

In applying The Power of Two Strategy, the researcher gave a topic before 

giving the reading text and asked the students to apply The Power of Two 

Strategy to know the students‟ prior knowledge about the text that they would 

read, and then the researcher gave the reading text to the students. After applying 

this strategy the researcher gave instruction to the students to read and 

comprehend the narrative text. After the students had answer the question the 

researcher had divided the students into group, students had to choose their couple 

consists of only two students. The Power of Two means that the students had to 

pairs in one group.In this strategy the students had a partner in the group, to help 

each other and work together to determine the correct answer according to each 

groups right of each answer students who had already been answered before in the 

form into pairs. After each pairs has been answered, the students discussed about 

the test. 

It can be stated that the students could comprehend the text well in learning 

process when they were taught by using The Power of Two Strategy. After 

collecting the students‟ worksheet, the researcher concluded that students could 

get information not only from the text but also out of the text and moral message 

from the story. 
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After conducting treatment for four times, the researcher conducted pos-test. In 

post-test the frequency and rate percentage of the students‟ achievement that there 

were 2 of the students got score which categorize as very good (100-81) 

classification. There were 11 students who got score which categorized as good 

(80-61) classification, there are 7 students who got score which categorize as fair  

(60-41) classification, and there was none students who got score which 

categorize as poor (40-21) classification.  

The researcher described about the score of students‟ reading skill in pre-test 

and post-test, there were all students score from pre-test to post-test were 

increased, there were 2 students increased to very good classification, there were 

11 students increased to good classification, and there were 4 students increased 

to fair classification. Based on the explanation about the score of students reading 

skill were significant different about students‟ score after conducting reading test 

by using The Power of Two Strategy.  

The treatment which used in this research took 6 meetings where The Power of 

Two Strategy were implemented in teaching reading. The researcher prepared 

some reading text for the students to read and discuss about the text. Each reading 

text has 5 essay questions. The questions refers to the reading text that was given 

to the students to let them know the prior understanding after answering  the essay 

questions based on the passages in a story. 

On the other hand, students‟ achievement also can be seen from the result of t-

test and t-table. It was proven by the value of t-test and t-table of this research was 

14.04  and t-table was 2.09. It explained that the value of t-table (14.04>2.09). It 
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can be concluded that there was significance different between the students‟ result 

in pre-test and post-test. 

The null hypothesis was accepted when the value of the t-table was greater than 

the value of t-test, the vice versa if the t-test was greater than t-table then the null 

hypothesis was rejected. Based on the hypothesis testing which explained in the 

previous chapter, the t-test was greater than t-table. Therefore the null hypothesis 

was rejected and the alternative hypothesis was accepted. Based on this result, it 

could be concluded that there was significance different between students‟ pre-test 

and post-test result. 

It is clear enough that the mean score and t-test value were higher after 

conducting some treatments by using The Power of Two Strategy. In the class The 

students showed  improvement on their reading comprehension. They could 

answer the questions correctly based on the reading text which given to them. As 

the result troughThe Power of Two Strategy. 

In addition the result from this research are reinforced by the previous results 

from Triwahyuni  (2016)  who found that the first, this strategy improved 

students‟ reading comprehension increased well. The second, the students‟ score 

in each test from every cycle was improved. The next, the students‟ motivation to 

learn  was progressed. The last, the students‟ passive in class could be decrease.  

Andini and Ratmanida (2019) they found that this strategy will facilitate 

students to figure out their problems in reading. It also make students enjoy and 

relax in reading process. Thus, students can improve their reading skill ability. 
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Sulistyani (2015) She found that teaching reading using the Power of Two 

Strategy was effective. It based on the result of data analysis of t- test showed that 

the t-value was higher thant t-table (4.33>1.67). 

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the Power of Two 

Strategy had possitive effect. It means that by the implementationthe Power of 

Two Strategy, it could help students to improve their reading skill. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter presents the conclusions as well as few suggestions of this study. 

Suggestions were taken based on findings and conclusions obtained in this 

research. 

A. Conclusions  

Basend on the discussion in previous chapter, the researcher concluded that : 

1. The implementation of the Power of Two Strategy for the first grade 

student of MA Darul Kamal Mandalle is effective. Almost all students are 

able to improve their reading skill. They also felt cofidence in the class 

activity. They can share what they known in the pairs. They not only 

succesfull in improvong reading skill in narrative text but they were also 

be more activ in the class activity. 

2. The result of study that the implenting the Power of Two Strategy could 

improve the students‟ reading skill. After implementing this strategy, the 

students‟ reading skill becomes better. It shows by the mean score of pre 

test and post test. The mean score of pre teat was 39.5 and the mean score 

of post test was 69. It means that mean score of pre test is higher than post 

test. 

3. Through the result of pre-test and post-test value of the level significant = 

0.05 degree of the freedom (df) = 19 indicated that t-table value 2.09  and 

t-test value is 14.04. The hypothesis test showed that H0 was reject and 

H1was accepted. The finding showed that the improvment of students‟ 
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reading skill in narrative text is significant after using the Power of Two 

Strategy. It can be conclude that Power of two Strategy is efective to 

implement to the studen of MA Darul Kamal Mandalle.  

B. Suggestions 

Based on the result of this research, the researcher proposed suggestion as:  

1. Suggestions for the teacher  

a. Considering the technique, the researcher suggests the English teacher 

to apply strategy in the classroom for teaching reading because it can 

help students in comprehending the text.  

b. The English teachers should provide interesting activities and materials, 

in order to prevent the students from being bored and encourage the 

students‟ attention in learning English, especially in reading. 

c. Considering the students‟ problem in reading text during the treatment, 

the researchersuggest the English teacher to increase vocabulary 

discussion by using the power of two strategy. 

d. The teacher should encourage the students to be actively participating 

and enthusiastically in the teaching and learning process. 

2. Suggestions for the Students  

a. Students are hoped to enrich their vocabulary in order to comprehend 

the text easier.  

b. The students must be able to understand each acronym of the power of 

two strategy. 

c. Students are hope to pay attention in teaching process and try to 

response the teacher‟s question. 
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3. Suggestions for the Next Researcher  

a. Who are interesting in conducting the similar studies should 

understand the problem deeply for better research, and assist the 

students to solve their problems in reading comprehension. 

b. The next researcher may conduct this strategy on level of students, 

for example Junior High School or University. They can apply other 

kind of texts, such as, narrative, descriptive, report, and soon. 
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APPENDIX I 

LESSON PLAN 

 1
st
 Meeting 

Kaharuddin and Yassi (2018) argued that lesson plan in a language program 

functions to identify the objective and activities for each stage of the lesson. It 

help the teacher to plan the learning teaching process. According to Brown in 

Kaharuddin and Yassi (2018), there are six vital elementns of a lesson plan i.e. 

goals; objectives; materials and equipments; procedures; evaluation; and extra-

class work. 

Lesson Plan 

Subject Reading 

Topic Narrative Text 

Learning Model The Power of Two  Strategy 

Semester 1
st
 

Course Aims 

Understanding the definition of  narrative text and the 

function of  Narrative  text 

Course Objectives 

a. Students are able to identify the generic structure of  

narrative  text 

b. Students are able to distinguish narrative text and the 

other types of text 

Material  and  

Equipment 

 

Handout 
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Activities 

a. The teacher explain about the objectives of this 

meeting  

b. Discuss in the class 

c. Teacher gives the example of  narrative text to the 

students 

d. Teacher closes the lesson 

Evaluation 

a. If the students miss the meaning, tell them the right 

meaning (5 minutes) 

b. Give them appreciation (5 minutes) 

Media Text 

Time 2x45= 90 minutes 
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LESSON PLAN  

  2
nd

 Meeting 

Lesson Plan  

Subject Reading 

Topic 
The Wolf, the Kid, and the Goat 

Learning Model The Power of Two  Strategy 

Time 90 Minutes 

Course Description Understanding the meaning of the text. This course 

prepares to be able to understand the unfamiliar words 

in English to expand their knowledge.  

Course Objectives After completing the course, the students are able : 

a. Studnts are able to responds and understand  the 

meaning of narrative text. 

b. Students are able to identify the generic 

structure of  narrative  text. 

Material  and  

Equipment 

 

Handout 

 

Material Narrative Text 
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Activities  a. The researcher prepares the materials. 

b. The researcher gives explanations to the 

students about the objectives of this meeting. 

c. The researcher gives the narrative text to the 

students about story of Lake Toba 

d. The researcher gives instruction to the 

students to read and comprehend the narrative 

text and then the students answer the 

question. 

e. After completing all the answers, the 

researcher divides the students into a group 

that consists of only two students. 

f. The researcher ask the students to shares their 

opinion about the answer of the question that 

have been done in a group. 

g. The researcher ask to the group to finished 

and conclude the correct answer from the 

question. 

Evaluation a. If the students miss the meaning, tell them the 

right meaning. 

b. Give them appreciation. 

Extra-Class Work The teacher gives the students extra-class work to do at 

home in the form of exercise about the unfamiliar 
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words 
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LESSON PLAN  

3
th

 Meeting  

Lesson Plan 

Subject  Reading 

Topic 
The Old Man and the Pysican 

Learning Model The Power of Two  Strategy 

Time  90 Minutes 

Course Description Understanding the meaning of the text. This course 

prepares to be able to understand the unfamiliar words in 

English to expand their knowledge. 

Course Objectives After completing the course, the students are able : 

a. Studnts are able to responds and understand  the 

meaning of narrative text. 

b. Students are able to identify the generic structure 

of  narrative  text. 

Material  and  

Equipment 

 

Handout 

 

Material Narrative Text 

Activities a. The researcher prepares the materials. 

b. The researcher gives explanations to the 

students about the objectives of this meeting. 

c. The researcher gives the narrative text to the 
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students about  

d. The researcher gives instruction to the students 

to read and comprehend the narrative text and 

then the students answer the question. 

e. After completing all the answers, the researcher 

divides the students into a group that consists of 

only two students. 

f. The researcher ask the students to shares their 

opinion about the answer of the question that 

have been done in a group. 

g. The researcher ask to the group to finished and 

conclude the correct answer from the question. 

Evaluation  a. If the students miss the meaning, tell them the 

right meaning (5 minutes) 

b. Give them appreciation (5 minutes) 

Extra-class work The teacher gives the students extra-class work to do at 

home in the form of exercise about the unfamiliar words 

 

 

 

LESSON PLAN 

4
th

 Meeting 
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Lesson Plan 

Subject  Reading  

Topic 
The Tiger Who Would Be King 

Learning Model The Power of Two  Strategy 

Time 90 Minutes 

Course Description Understanding the meaning of the text. This course 

prepares to be able to understand the unfamiliar words 

in English to expand their knowledge. 

Course Objectives After completing the course, the students are able : 

a. Studnts are able to responds and understand  

the meaning of narrative text. 

b. Students are able to identify the generic 

structure of  narrative  text. 

Material  and  Equipment 

 

Handout 

 

Material Narrative Text 

Activities a. The researcher prepares the materials. 

b. The researcher gives explanations to the 

students about the objectives of this 

meeting. 

c. The researcher gives the narrative text to the 

students about  
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d. The researcher gives instruction to the 

students to read and comprehend the 

narrative text and then the students answer 

the question. 

e. After completing all the answers, the 

researcher divides the students into a group 

that consists of only two students. 

f. The researcher ask the students to shares 

their opinion about the answer of the 

question that have been done in a group. 

g. The researcher ask to the group to finished 

and conclude the correct answer from the 

question. 

Evaluation  a. If the students miss the meaning, tell them the 

right meaning  

b. Give them appreciation  

Extra-class work The teacher gives the students extra-class work to do 

at home in the form of exercise about the unfamiliar 

words 
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LESSON PLAN 

5
th

 Meeting 

Subject Reading 

Topic Cinderella 

Learning Model The Power of Two  Strategy 

Time 90 Minutes 

Course Description Understanding the meaning of the text. This course 

prepares to be able to understand the unfamiliar words 

in English to expand their knowledge 

Course Objectives After completing the course, the students are able 

a. Students are able to explain again what they get 

from the text: 

b. Studnts are able to responds and understand  the 

meaning of narrative text. 

c. Students are able to identify the generic structure 

of  narrative  text. 

Material  and  Equipment 

 

Handout 

 

Material Narrative Text 

Activities a. The researcher prepares the materials. 

b. The researcher gives explanations to the 

students about the objectives of this meeting. 
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c. The researcher gives the narrative text to the 

students about  

d. The researcher gives instruction to the 

students to read and comprehend the narrative 

text and then the students answer the question. 

e. After completing all the answers, the 

researcher divides the students into a group 

that consists of only two students. 

f. The researcher ask the students to shares their 

opinion about the answer of the question that 

have been done in a group. 

g. The researcher  ask to the group to finished 

and conclude the correct answer from the 

question. 

Evaluation a. If the students miss the meaning, tell them the 

right meaning (5 minutes) 

b. Give them appreciation (5 minutes) 

Extra-class work The teacher gives the students extra-class work to do at 

home in the form of exercise about the unfamiliar words 
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LESSON PLAN 

6
th

 Meeting 

Lesson Plan 

Subject  Reading 

Topic 
The Town mouse and the Country Mouse 

Learning Model The Power of Two  Strategy 

Time 90 Minutes 

Course Description Understanding the meaning of the text. This course 

prepares to be able to understand the unfamiliar words in 

English to expand their knowledge 

Course Objectives After completing the course, the students are able 

a. Students are able to explain again what they get 

from the text 

b. Studnts are able to responds and understand  the 

meaning of narrative text. 

c. Students are able to identify the generic structure 

of  narrative  text. 

Material  and  

Equipment 

 

Handout 

 

Material Narrative Text 
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Activities a. The researcher prepares the materials. 

b. The researcher gives explanations to the 

students about the objectives of this meeting. 

c. The researcher gives the narrative text to the 

students about  

d. The researcher gives instruction to the students 

to read and comprehend the narrative text and 

then the students answer the question. 

e. After completing all the answers, the researcher 

divides the students into a group that consists of 

only two students. 

f. The researcher ask the students to shares their 

opinion about the answer of the question that 

have been done in a group. 

g. The researcher ask to the group to finished and 

conclude the correct answer from the question. 

Evaluation a. If the students miss the meaning, tell them the 

right meaning (5 minutes) 

b. Give them appreciation (5 minutes) 

Extra-class work The teacher gives the students extra-class work to do at 

home in the form of exercise about the unfamiliar words 
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Teaching Material 

First Meeting 

Read the text bellow and answer the question carefully! 

The Wolf, the Kid, and the Goat 

Mother goat was going to market one morning to get provisions for her 

household, which consisted of but one little kid and herself. 

“Take good care of the house, my son,” she said to the kid, as she carefully 

latched the door. “Do not let anyone in, unless he gives you this password: 

“Down with the wolf and all his race!”” 

Strangely enough, a wolf was lurking near and heard what the goat had 

said. So, as soon as mother goat was out of sight, up he trotted to the door and 

knocked. 

“Down with the wolf and all his race,” said the wolf softly. 

It was the right password, but when the kid peeped through a crack in the 

door and saw the shadowy figure outside, he did not feel at all easy. 

“Show me a white paw,” he said, “or I won„t let you in.” 

A white paw, of course, is a feature few wolves can show, and so the wolf 

had to go away as hungry as he had come. 

“You can never be too sure,” said the kid, when he saw the wolf making 

off to the woods. 

Exercise: 

1. Where did mother goat go? 

2. What did mother goat say to her son before she left? 

3. What is the main idea of the text above? 

4. How many characters are there in the story? Mention them! 

5. “he trotted to the door and knocked” (the third paragraph). The underlined 

word refers to… 

6. What password did the wolf heard? 

7. Why didn„t the kid open the door after the wolf said the password? 

8. What did the kid ask after he saw the wolf making off to the woods? 

9. What is the synonym of the word “kid”? 

10. In which paragraph does the complication begin? 
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Second Meeting 

Read the text bellow and answer the question carefully! 

Question for no 1-5! 

The Story of Lake Toba 

 

Once upon a time, there was a man who was living in north Sumatra. He 

lived in a simple hut in a farming field. He did some gardening and fishing for his 

daily life. 

One day, while the man was do fishing, he caught a big golden fish in his 

trap. It was the biggest catch which he ever had in his life. Surprisingly, this fish 

turned into a beautiful princess. He felt in love with her and proposed her to be his 

wife. She said; "Yes, but you have to promise not to tell anyone about the secret 

that I was once a fish, otherwise there will be a huge disaster". The man made the 

deal and they got married, lived happily and had a daughter. 

Few years later, this daughter would help bringing lunch to her father out 

in the fields. One day, his daughter was so hungry and she ate his father‟s lunch. 

Unfortunately, he found out and got furious, and shouted; “You damned daughter 

of a fish”. The daughter ran home and asked her mother. The mother started 

crying, felt sad that her husband had broken his promise.  

Then she told her daughter to run up the hills because a huge disaster was 

about to come. When her daughter left, she prayed. Soon there was a big 

earthquake followed by non-stop pouring rain. The whole area got flooded and 

became Toba Lake. She turned into a fish again and the man became the island of 

Samosir. 

 

please write the correct answer to the following questions ! 

1. Where is the Lake Toba? 

2. What happened after his father angry with his daughter? 

3. What is the farmer aims to go to the rever 

4. What is mean idea in second paragraph 

5. Why his father angry with his daughter? 
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Third Meeting 

THE OLD WOMAN AND THE PHYSICIAN 

 

            An old woman having lost the use of her eyes, called in a Physician to heal 

them, and made this bargain with him in the presence of witnesses: that if he 

should cure her blindness, he should receive from her a sum of money; but if her 

infirmity remained, she should give him nothing. This agreement being made, the 

physician, time after time, applied his salve to her eyes, and on every visit took 

something away, stealing all her property little by little. And when he had got all 

she had, he healed her and demanded the promised payment. The old woman, 

when she recovered her sight and saw none of her goods in her house, would give 

him nothing. The physician insisted on his claim, and as she still refused, 

summoned her before the Judge. The Old Woman, standing up in the Court, 

argued, “This man here speaks the truth in what he says; for I did promise to give 

him a sum of money if I should recover my sight: but if I continued blind, I was to 

give him nothing. Now he declares that I am healed. I, on the contrary, affirm that 

I am still blind; for when I lost the use of my eyes, I saw in my house various 

chattels and valuable goods; but now, though he swears I am cured of my 

blindness, I am not able to see a single thing  in it. 

 

please write the correct answer to the following questions ! 

1. What is the topic of the text 

2. Why did the old woman need to see a physician? 

3. Why did she make the bargain? 

4. Why did the physician agree with the bargain? 

5. Why did the old woman affirm that she was still blind? Because…. 
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        Forth Meeting 

 

CINDERELLA 

Once upon a time there was a beautiful girl named Cinderella who lived 

with her stepmother and two stepsisters. They were very bossy. They made 

her do all the housework. 

One day an invitation to the ball came to the family. Her stepsisters did not 

let her go, and left her alone. Cinderella was very sad and couldn‟t help 

crying. Fortunately, the fairy godmother came and helped her to get to the 

ball. Magically she could change a pumpkin into a fine coach and mice into a 

coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s ragged dress 

with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a pair 

of pretty glass slippers. She said, “Now Cinderella, you must leave before 

midnight.” Then, away she drove in her beautiful coach. 

At the ball, Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced 

again and again with the king‟s son. Suddenly, the clock began to strike 

twelve. She ran towards the door as a quickly as she could. In her hurry, one 

of her glass slippers came off and was left behind.  A few days later the king‟s 

son proclaimed he would marry the girl whose foot fitted the glass slipper. 

The king‟s page came to Cinderella‟s house. Her stepsisters tried on the 

slipper but it was too small. The king‟s page then let Cinderella try on the 

slipper and it fitted perfectly. Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s 

son was overjoyed to see her again. They were married and lived happily ever 

after. 

Exercise: 

1. Who is the main character of the text? 

2. What kind of person were the Cinderella‟s stepmother and stepsisters? 

3. What did Cinderella do in the ball with the Prince? 

4. What happened when the clock began strike to twelve? 

5. In which paragraph does the orientation? 
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Fifth Meeting 

 

THE TOWN MOUSE AND THE COUNTRY MOUSE 

 

Once upon a time there was a mouse living in a country. He had a cousin 

who lived in town. One day, he invited him to come to his home. Beans and 

bacon, cheese and bread, were all he had to offer, but he offered them freely. The 

Town Mouse rather turned up his long nose at this country fare, and said: "I 

cannot understand, Cousin, how you can put up with such poor food as this, but of 

course you cannot expect anything better in the country; come with me and I will 

show you how to live. When you have been in town a week you will wonder how 

you could ever have stood a country life."  

Soon, the two mice set off for the town and arrived at the Town Mouse's 

residence late at night. "You will want some refreshment after our long journey," 

said the polite Town Mouse, and took his friend into the grand dining-room. 

There they found the remains of a fine feast, and soon the two mice were eating 

up jellies and cakes and all that was nice. Suddenly they heard growling and 

barking. "What is that?" said the Country Mouse. "It is only the dogs of the 

house," answered the other. "Only!" said the Country Mouse. "I do not like that 

music at my dinner." Just at that moment the door flew open, in came two huge 

mastiffs, and the two mice had to scamper down and run off. "Good-bye, Cousin," 

said the Country Mouse, "What! Going so soon?" said the other. "Yes," he 

replied; "Better beans and bacon in peace than cakes and ale in fear."  

 

please write the correct answer to the following questions ! 

1.  What is the complication in the story ? 

2.  What is the resolution in the story above? 

3.   Why did the town mouse turn up his long nose? 

5.  What was the country mouse‟ opinion about living in town? 
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Sixth Meeting 

 

THE OLD WOMAN AND THE PHYSICIAN 

 

            An old woman having lost the use of her eyes, called in a Physician to heal 

them, and made this bargain with him in the presence of witnesses: that if he 

should cure her blindness, he should receive from her a sum of money; but if her 

infirmity remained, she should give him nothing. This agreement being made, the 

physician, time after time, applied his salve to her eyes, and on every visit took 

something away, stealing all her property little by little. And when he had got all 

she had, he healed her and demanded the promised payment. The old woman, 

when she recovered her sight and saw none of her goods in her house, would give 

him nothing. The physician insisted on his claim, and as she still refused, 

summoned her before the Judge. The Old Woman, standing up in the Court, 

argued, “This man here speaks the truth in what he says; for I did promise to give 

him a sum of money if I should recover my sight: but if I continued blind, I was to 

give him nothing. Now he declares that I am healed. I, on the contrary, affirm that 

I am still blind; for when I lost the use of my eyes, I saw in my house various 

chattels and valuable goods; but now, though he swears I am cured of my 

blindness, I am not able to see a single thing  in it. 

 

please write the correct answer to the following questions ! 

6. What is the topic of the text 

7. Why did the old woman need to see a physician? 

8. Why did she make the bargain? 

9. Why did the physician agree with the bargain? 

10. Why did the old woman affirm that she was still blind? Because…. 
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APPENDIX II 

Research Instrument for Pre-test 

(Adopted: A thesis of Tami Asriani 2015) 

English Narrative Text ( Pre-test) 

Name : 

Class : 

I. Choose  the correct Answer by crossing the a, b,c or d. 

Teks 1 for no 1-2  

The Old Man and the Durian Tree 

  In a very quiet little village, lived an old man, over 80 years old. He was 

planting a durian tree when a neighbor observed him. The neighbor asked the old 

man, “Do you expect to eat durian from that tree? The durian tree will take about 

8 years to bear fruit. 

The old man rested on his spade and smiled. He said, No, at my age I 

know I won‟t. All my life I have been enjoying durians, but never from a tree 

have I planted before. I wouldn‟t have had durians if other men haven‟t done what 

I‟m doing now. I‟m just trying to repay the other men who have planted durians 

for me. “No wonder he looked so happy.   

We should give first and only then, get something in return. We will not 

only get what we want but will actually be really happy in the end, because we 

need to sow first before we can reap.  
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1. The neighbor wondered about the old man because…. 

a. The old man loved planting durian trees  

b. The old man planted a tree that took time to bear fruit  

c.  The old man planted a tree to sell the fruit  

d.  The old man enjoyed eating durians so much  

2. What can we learn from text?  

a. We can reap after we sow  

b. Giving is better than receiving  

c. Planting is a good activity  

d. Be a curious person in anything  

Text 2 for no 3-6 

The Legend of Surabaya 

 A long time ago in East Java there were two strong animals, Sura and 

Baya. Sura was a shark and Baya was a crocodile. They lived in a sea. Actually, 

they were friends. But when they were angry, they were very greedy.   

On one hot day, Sura and Baya were looking for some food. Suddenly, 

Baya saw a goat. “Yummy, this is my lunch, “said Baya.” No way! This is my 

lunch. You are greedy! I have not eaten for two days!” said Sura. Then Sura and 

Baya fought as usual. After several hours, they were very tired. Sura had a plan to 
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stop their bad habit. “I‟m tired of fighting, Baya,” said Sura. “Me too. What 

should we do to stop fighting? Do you have any idea? “Asked Baya. “Yes, I do. 

Let‟s share our territory. I live in the water, so I look for food in the sea. And you 

live on the land, right? So, you look for the food also on the land. The border is 

the beach, so we will never meet again. Do you agree?” asked Sura. “Hmmm… 

let me think about it. OK, I agree. From now on, I will never go to the sea again. 

My place is on the land, “said Baya. Then they both lived in the different places.   

But one day, Sura went to the land and looked for some food in the river. 

He was very hungry and there was not much food in the sea. Baya was very angry 

when he knew that Sura broke the promise. “Hey, what are you doing here? This 

is my place. Your place is in the sea!” “but, there is water in the river, right? So, 

this is also my place!” said Sura. Then Sura and Baya fought again. They both hit 

each other.  

Sura bit Baya‟s tail. Baya did the same thing to Sura. He bit very hard 

until Sura finally gave up. He went back to the sea. Baya was very happy. He had 

his place again. The place where they were fighting was a mess. People then 

always talked about the fight between Sura and Baya. They then named the place 

of the fight as Surabaya, it‟s from Sura the shark and Baya the crocodile.  

3. After reading the text above, we know that…. 

a. Sura kept the promise  

b.  Sura broke the promise  
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c.  Sura lived in the jungle  

d.  Sura and Baya fought again  

4. What was the border agreed by both Sura and Baya?  

a. The beach  

b. The water  

c. The land  

d. The sea  

5. What should we do to stop fighting?” (line 10) 

What does the underlined word refer to?  

a. People of Surabaya  

b.  People and Sura  

c. People and Baya  

d.  Sura and Baya  

6. Why did people name the place Surabaya?  

a. To invite people to see the big fight between Sura and Baya  

b.  To let people know that the fight made Sura badly wounded  

c. To commemorate the big fight between the shark and crocodile  

d. To ask people do the same thing when they meet a shark  
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Task 3 for no 7-10 

A Mouse Deer and Some Crocodile  

  Once upon a time, there was a mouse deer lived in a jungle. The mouse 

deer was a clever animal. He was also very confident. He never be afraid of other 

animals, although they were big and fierce, because he always cheated them all.   

One day, the mouse deer walked along the jungle, he arrived at a river. He 

wanted a cross the river. But, he couldn‟t do it. He thought very hard, how to 

cross the river. He needed some banana trunks to do it but there was none. While, 

he was thinking, there were a group of crocodiles were gathering not far from he 

was standing. 

 “Aha! That is the mouse deer. We must catch them. He can‟t cheat us 

anymore.” One of the crocodiles said. The crocodile dived to where the mouse 

deer was standing. The mouse deer was very surprised to see the crocodiles 

around him. “Nice to see you, mouse deer, it‟s time for you to die!” one of 

crocodiles said. 

  The mouse deer stood still and he already found a good idea to deal with 

the crocodiles. “All right..I‟ll become your meal today. But I want to tell you 

something before you eat me.” The mouse deer told the crocodiles that he met a 

wise man. The wise man taught him how fattens himself. The wise man also gave 

him some perfume to make his meat smell sweet.  

The mouse deer said, “So, in a short time I‟ll be fat, and I‟m enough for 

one hundred crocodiles.” The crocodiles were amazed and they followed the 
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mouse deer‟s instructions and formed a neat straight line of crocodiles stretching 

from one side of the river to the other. The mouse deer jumped on the crocodiles 

back one by one while count them.  

“One.., two…. Three .. four… twenty.., twenty nine…, thirty! Dear 

crocodiles, you are only thirty at all. How come? My meat can make one hundred 

crocodiles full. Where are the others? OK, crocodiles, listen! I‟m in hurry. I‟ll 

have a meeting with the lion and elephant. So, I have to go now. Good bye stupid 

crocodiles. Have a nice day…. 

 The mouse deer had crossed the river safely. He left the crocodiles all.  

7. Why was the mouse deer not afraid to fierce animals… 

a. Because he was fierce, too 

b.  Because he could cheat them all 

c. Because he had a fierce animal as his friend 

d.  Because he could kill them all  

8. “He can‟t cheat us anymore.” What does “he” in the sentence refer to.... 

a. The mouse deeres 

b. The mouse 

c. The mouse deer 

d. The crocodiles  
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9. What did the crocodiles do for the mouse deer… 

a. They made a straight line across the river 

b. They found meal for the mouse deer  

c. They met the elephant and lion 

d. They dived into the river 

10.  Which statement is FALSE based on the text… 

a. The crocodiles can‟t be tricked 

b. The mouse deer jumped on the crocodiles and count them 

c. The mouse deer lived near a river 

d. The mouse deer must has clever idea to be able to cross the river 

Task 4 for no 11-14  

Once upon a time a fisherman named Batara Guru Sahala lived in Batak 

land. One day he caught a fish. He was surprised to find that the fish could talk. It 

begged Sahala to let it free. He did accordingly.  

As soon as the fish was free, it changed into a woman. She was so 

beautiful that Sahala felt in love with her at once. He asked her to marry him. The 

woman agreed to marry Sahala. However, she told him that he must never let out 

the secret that she was once a fish. Sahala promised her that he could not tell 

anyone about it.   
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They were happily married and had two daughters. Every morning Sahala 

went out fishing. His daughters would bring his lunch. One day, however, instead 

of bringing the food to their father, the two girls ate his lunch. 

 When Sahala knew what they had done with the meal, he got very angry. 

He shouted at them saying,” you behaved exactly like the daughters of a fish”. 

The daughters didn‟t know what their father meant. They went home and 

asked their mother about it. Their mother was very annoyed. Although Sahala 

apologized to her later, she would not forgive him for breaking his promise.   

Then the earth began to shake and the volcanoes started to erupt. The earth 

cracked and formed a big hole. People said that the hole become “LAKE TOBA”. 

11. Where was Batara Guru stayed … 

a. In fisherman  

b. In Batak  

c. In Batak land  

d. In lagoon  

12.  How many daughters did they have… 

a. One daughter  

b.  Two daughters  

c. Three daughters  
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d.  None daughter  

13. Why was the woman very angry? Because… 

a. Her daughter were crying and found her  

b. The earth began to shake and volcanoes started to erupt  

c. Batara Guru Sahala broke his promise  

d.  Batara Guru Sahala was angry  

14. What is the main idea of the last paragraph… 

a. How Lake Toba was formed  

b. The daughters found their mother  

c. Batara Guru Sahala had two daughters  

d. The woman cursed Sahala  

Task 5 for no 15-17  

 

 

     Babu and the Lion 

  One day, there was a slave whose name was Babu. His master was very, 

very bad. You know, he often punched Babu and did not offer him food for days. 

Poor Babu! So he escaped into a forest and slept in a cave.   
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Next morning, he heard a loud roar. In front of him...., at the mouth of the 

cave..., was a very big lion. You see, Babu was scared to death! Kind of scary, 

isn‟t it? But he could not escape. 

But the lion didn‟t attack him. It was tame. There was a large thorn in its 

righ front foot. The lion looked at Babu. It seemed to say something like:”Please 

help me. It‟s very painful.” Babu walked bravely to the lion and pulled out the 

thorn. Babu and the lion turned out to be friends.  

15. Who is character in the text… 

a. Babu  

b. Lion  

c. Babu, slave and lion  

d. Slave and lion  

16. Where did the slave run away… 

a. Village  

b. Forest  

c. Cave  

d. Mountains  

17. What did the slave do to the animal… 

a. The slave attack the animal  
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b. The slave pulled out the thorn bravely  

c. The slave very painful  

d. The slave and the animal turned out to be closer  

Task 6 for no 18-19  

     The Golden Tree  

  Once upon time a long, long time ago in a little village there was a big 

palace bigger than the village itself and the palace there lived a king. The king 

wanted to be rich.   

Now one day the king promised one of his gardeners three million gold 

coins if he could grow a tree all year round which bore rich golden fruit. The 

gardener searched all over the countryside but he could not find the right seed to 

grow a tree which would bear golden fruit.   

So at last he went to see the wise old owl that lived deep in the forest and 

knew all about many things. The wise owl told him what to do and where to go to 

get the right seed to plant. The gardener went exactly where he was told and did 

exactly what he was told. He planted that seed and gave it some water, some 

fertilizer and he waited. Suddenly the tree sprang up so quickly that made the 

gardener jump.  

 The gardener watched as the tree began to bear rich golden fruit. He ran 

back to the palace and look the king to see the tree. When the king had stood there 

for a long time, staring at open-mouthed the gardener asked for his there million 
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coins. So the king agreed to the request and the gardener took his money and went 

home and lived happily ever after.  

18. What did the king want to have? He wanted to have…. 

a. Bigger palace  

b. Good gardener  

c. Old owl  

d. Golden tree  

19. How was the king to see the tree begin to bear rich golden fruit… 

a. He was disappointed to see them  

b. He was sorry to see them  

c. He was astonished to see them  

d.  He was confused to see them  

 

Task 7 for no 20-21  

    The Prince and His Best Friends  

 Once upon a time, there lived a kind young prince named Jonathan. He 

was loved, and adored by his people. His two close friends were Peter Piper, the 

servant of the palace and Franklin Greedy, the son of an Aristocrat.   
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One day, The Prince, Peter Piper, and Franklin Greedy were walking 

through the forest. Suddenly a group of bandits attacked the three boys near an old 

house. They entered the old house and blockaded the gate and doors. The three 

boys were trapped inside the house. 

 Franklin was very terrified and asked the Prince to surrender immediately, 

but Peter was not afraid. He urged and supported the Prince not to give up. The 

Prince decided not to surrender because he realized that he would become a 

hostage for the bandits to ask for ransom to his father, but Franklin was scared and 

wanted to make a deal, it made Peter suspicious about Franklin‟s behavior. So he 

quietly made up a plan for him and the Prince to escape.  

Early at dawn, Franklin opened the front gate and unlocked the doors. The 

bandits entered the house in search of the Prince. When they came to the room 

where the Prince was supposed to be sleeping, no one was there. Suddenly they 

heard a horse running outside the house and saw over the window that Peter Piper 

and the Prince were riding away on one of the bandit‟s horses. 

It turns out. Peter Piper sneaked out of the house and waited in the yard, 

while the Prince was hiding behind the house. The bandits were very angry at 

Franklin and took him with them while the Prince and Peter went safely going 

back to the Capital.  

20. What was the Jonathan?  

a. A charming prince  
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b. A kind old prince  

c.  A kind little prince  

d.  A kind aged prince  

21. Why Franklin was very terrified…  

a. He saw three boys were trapped inside the house.  

b. He met bandits in the forest  

c. He asked the Prince to surrender  

d. He saw the pirates  

Task 8 for no 22-25  

Once upon a time, a peacock and a crane took a walk through the woods. 

Suddenly, the peacock very proudly spread his very beautiful feather on his tail 

and asked the crane whether he had ever seen such beautiful feathers or not.  The 

crane kept smiling and quiet for a moment and then immediately flew high up into 

the air. He called out to the peacock to follow him if he could. He flew high above 

the peacock for a while and then said “You boast about your lovely feathers which 

are indeed beautiful, but what for are they if they do not help you to fly?” The 

peacock cried and realized that he made mistake. He promised not to boast but 

appreciate others.  

22. Where were the peacock and crane at that time? They were in the… 
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a. Beautiful nest  

b. Cark cave  

c.  Woods  

d. Blue sky  

23. Who is the main character in the text… 

a. Bird and peacock  

b.  Peacock and crane  

c. Pea cock and Crane  

d. Crane  

24. “You boast about your lovely feathers which are indeed beautiful…”  

(Paragraph 2). The underlined word refers to… 

a. Peacock  

b. Crane  

c. The writer  

d. Peacock and crane  

25. After reading the story, what are you learn from the text… 

a. We have to boast about our capability  

b. We may not be arrogant  
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c. We must not to be naughty  

d. We have to be serious  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX III 

Research Intstrument Post-test 

(Adopted: A thesis of Tami Asriani 2015) 

English Narrative Text ( Post-test) 

Name : 
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Class : 

I. Choose  the correct Answer by crossing the a, b,c or d. 

Text 1 for no 1 to 4 

 

1. What does the text tell you about… 

a. The monkey and the dolphin  

b. The dolphin and his friends  

c. The sailors and their pets  

d. The king and the prince 

2. What happened to the sailors‟ ship? 

a. The terrible storm overturned it  

b. It drowned with all her loads  

c. It hit an island under the sea  

d. Its machine stopped working  

3. What is the dolphin like based on the text… 

a. A wild creature  

b. A helpful animal  

c.  A good swimmer  

One day long ago, some sailors set out to sea in their sailing ship. One of 

them brought his pet monkey along for the long journey. 

When they were far out at sea, a terrible storm overturned their ship. 

Everyone fell into the sea, and the monkey was sure that he would drown. 

Suddenly a dolphin appeared and picked him up. 

They soon reached the island and the monkey came down from the 

dolphin‟s back. The dolphin asked the monkey, “Do you know this place?” 

The monkey replied, “Yes, I do. In fact, the king of the island is my best 

friend. Do you know that I am actually a prince?” 

Knowing that no one lived on the island, the dolphin said, “Well, well, so 

you are a prince! Now you can be a king!”The monkey asked, “How can I be a 

king?” 

As the dolphin started swimming away, he answered, “That is easy. As 

you are the only creature on this island, you will naturally be the king!” 
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d.  A nice friend  

4. What moral message does the story have… 

a. We should help one another in our real life  

b. We must not act like a real monkey in the woods  

c. Those who lie and boast may end up in trouble  

d. We may not talk too much some new things  

Text 2 for no 5 to 8  

A long time ago, in Minahasa lived an old man with his grandson, Nando. 

Nando was limped. He could not walk well. His grandfather loved him so much. 

He never permitted Nando to go out alone.  

Nando‟s grandfather job was looking for wood in the jungle. Nando really 

wanted to go to the forest with him, but he never gave permission. But finally, he 

let Nando to go to the forest with him. In forest, Nando walked slowly behind his 

grandfather. He was very excited.He saw some monkeys. When his grandfather 

looked back, he was shocked. Nando was lost. The grandfather went back home 

very sad.  

Next day, the grandfather was back to the jungle. When he was walking, 

he heard a strange bird making sound “Moo poo..Moo poo”. He felt the bird said, 

“Opoku.. Opoku”. It means “My grandpa..My grandpa.. The grandfather was 
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surprised. He approached the bird. It was limped. There were tears in the bird 

eyes. He knew that Nando had changed into a bird.  

5. Where was the story told about...  

a. In Maluku  

b. In Padang  

c. In jungle  

d.  In Minahasa  

6. What did Nando really want to do… 

a. To go to the forest with his grandfather  

b.  To be a strange bird in the jungle  

c.  To look for woods in the jungle  

d. To walk slowly behind his grandpa  

7. “He was very excited.” (paragraph 2) the underlined word refer to… 

a. Grandfather  

b. Opoku  

c. Nando  

d. Nanda  
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8. Why did grandfather was sad… 

a. Because he was angry with his grandson  

b. Because his grandson lost in the forest  

c. Because he didn‟t permit Nando to go alone  

d. Because he saw a bird  

Text 3 for no 9 to 11  

     A Bat and The Weasels  

  One evening, a bat went out to hunt for food even though he was not well. 

As he flew after some insects, he felt dizzy and fell to the ground in a field.  

Before he could get up, a weasel pounced on him. “Please, Mr. Weasel,” 

the bat pleaded,” please let me go!”. The weasel just laughed, “Certainly not! I am 

a great hunter of birds!” Thinking quickly, the bat replied,” Oh, but I am not a 

bird, I am a mouse. Look closely at my face. Don‟t I look like a mouse?”. The 

weasel agreed and let him go. 

 A short time later, the bat fell to the ground again and was caught by a 

second weasel. Once again, he had to plead for his life. “Why shouldn‟t I kill you? 

I hunt mice! Exclaimed the weasel.  

“Oh, but I am not a mouse,” he answered. “ I am a bat. Have you ever a 

mouse with wings?” he asked, spreading his wings for the weasel to see. The 

weasel was convinced and set him free.  
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9. What is the title of the story about… 

a. A Bad and The Wea sels  

b. A Bad and The Waesels  

c.  A Bat and The Weasels  

d.  A Bat and The Waesels  

10. Who is fall down in the field… 

a. A weasels  

b. A weasels and a bat  

c.  An insects  

d. A bat  

11. When did the story happen..  

a. One night  

b. One evening  

c. One day  

d. Once upon time 
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Text 4 for no 12 to 14  

Once upon a time, there was a king who was very powerful and rich. But 

he was always unhappy, because he felt ill all time. No doctors knew how to cure 

him, not did any medicine do him good.  

One day, he called all his wise men to his place and asked them what to 

do. ”There is only one way.” said a very old man.” If you can find a happy man, 

take his shirt and wear it, you will be soon cured.” 

 So, the king sent his men to search for all the happy men. They traveled 

all over the country, but they could not find one. There was nobody who was 

completely satisfied.   

The men were very tired of their long search, and did not know when to go 

home. Just as they were worrying about that, they saw a poor workman who was 

singing merrily while he was at work. ”Are you happy?‟‟ they asked the 

man.”Yes, I am as happy as a lark, “answered the man. ”Give us your shirt, said 

the men.‟‟ We‟ll give you as much many money as you need.‟‟ 

‟Alas!‟‟ cried the workman, ‟‟My shirt is dirty.‟' 

 

12. Why did the king always unhappy..  

a. He felt bad all the time  

b. He aged all the time  
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c. He was tired all the time  

d. He got a stroke  

13. Where did the story take place.. 

a.  Hotel  

b. Road  

c.  Office  

d. Palace  

14. Which statement is TRUE based on the text… 

a. The king ask his wise men to find a workman  

b. The medicine for the king was found the happy man and take his 

clothes  

c. The king was very upset didn‟t find the clothes 

d.  The medicine for the king was singing  

Text 5 for no 15 to 16  

     The Rabbit and the Wolf  

One day when a rabbit was walking in the forest, he heard someone crying 

out, “Help! Help!” he looked around, and finally he saw a wolf. A great stone had 

fallen on his back so that he couldn‟t get up. He asked the rabbit‟s help, and said 

that he would die if nobody helped him.  
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The rabbit worked hard and finally managed to get the big stone off the 

wolf‟s back. Then the wolf jumped up and caught the rabbit in his mouth. The 

rabbit said, “No good person kills someone who helped him. It is fair. You can 

ask the duck, who is very fat and know everything.” 

So both them went to the duck. He listened to their story and then he said, 

“Show me the stone. They went to the stone.”. “Now let me be sure about this, 

“said the duck. “put the stone on the wolf‟s back exactly as it was when you found 

him. “so the wolf lay down, and effort the stone was put on his back again 

 “Well what do you think?” the wolf asked the duck  

The duck thought for a moment. Then said, “I think you were wrong to be 

cruel to rabbit, who had helped you. now see if someone else will help you! and 

leaving him in the state in which the rabbit had come upon him, they went their 

way.  

15. What does the wolf ask the rabbit for… 

a. He asks for mercy  

b.  He asks for meat  

c. He asks for help  

d. He asks for fight  

16. What does save the rabbit… 

a. The stone  
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b. Someone  

c. The platypus  

d. The drake  

Task 6 for No 17 – 20 

One day, Rahwana kidnapped Sinta and took her to his palace in Alengka. 

Rama was so sad. He made many efforts to save his wife. He sent his best troops 

to search for his beloved wife, but Sinta remained unfound.  

After four months, Hanoman, the king of white monkeys found Sinta‟s 

crown in the bushes, a clue that led him to Alengka. Rama thanked his best friend, 

Hanoman and soom they went to Alengka with thousands of troops.  

The battle was unavoidable. Rahwana‟s troops were very powerful giants. 

They wounded many of Rama‟s soldiers. The battle took two months. After 

Rama‟s involvement in the battle, the problem was solved. It was also because of 

Rama‟s power. Rahwana, the very powerful king of giants, was killed.  

Rama was so happy to see his beloved wife. They returned to Ayodya and 

lived happily forever. 

17. Where was Rahwana‟s palace… 

a. Alengka  

b.  Alangkah  

c. Allengka  
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d.  Alingka  

18. Rama thanked Hanoman because… 

a. He wanted to go to Alengka  

b. He found Shinta‟s crown 

c.  He killed thousands of troops  

d. He told him an important secret  

 

19. What the main idea of the second paragraph… 

a. Hanoman found a clue to Sinta‟s existence 

b. Rama found his wife‟s crown in the bushes 

c.  Alengka had thousands of troops to fight  

d. The king of white monkeys went into the bushes  

20. From the text, we know that… 

a. Rahwana killed a lot of Rama‟s troops 

b.  It took months for Rama to kill Rahwana  

c. Rahwana‟s troops could not be defeated 

d. Rama was more powerful than Rahwana  
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Text 7 for no 21 to 25  

     The stingy and the Generous  

Long, long time ago there lived two brothers. They had completely 

different characters. The big brother was very stingy and greedy. He never shared 

his wealth with poor people. The little brother was exactly the opposite. He was 

generous and kind to poor people. He even had no money left because he had 

shared it with the poor.  

One day the generous brother was sitting in his garden when suddenly a 

little bird fell on his lap. It was wounded. He took care of it, fed it and put it in a 

nice cage. After the bird was healthy, the generous brother let it fly. After some 

time the bird returned to him and gave him a watermelon seed.   

The generous brother, then, planted the seed and watered it until it grew 

into a good watermelon plant. Yet, the plant was very strange. It had only one 

fruit; a big and heavy one. When the watermelon was ripe enough, the generous 

brother picked it and cut into two. How surprised he was. The watermelon was 

full of gold.  

The generous brother sold the gold and became very rich. He built a big 

house and bought a very large field. Still, he never forgot to share his wealth with 

the poor. 

 

21. What was the character of little brother… 
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a. Kind and lazy  

b. Greedy and poor  

c. Nice and generous  

d. Stingy and greedy  

22. How did the generous brother get the water melon seed..  

a. Finding in the field  

b. Curing a wounded bird  

c. Planting the watermelon  

d. Asking for the seed to his brother  

23. What is the main idea of the first paragraph… 

a. They had completely different characters  

b.  He never shared his wealth with poor people  

c. Long time ago there lived two brothers  

d. He generous and kind to poor people  

24. Why was the little brother surprised… 

a. The watermelon was full of metal  

b. The watermelon was grew until the sky  
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c.  The watermelon was big and heavy  

d. The watermelon was full of gold  

25. What did he do until he became wealth man… 

a. He build a large house and bought field  

b.  He build a large place to save poor people  

c. He build a large field   

d.  He bought a big house  
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APPENDIX IV 

Ansswer Key Post-test    

1. B   

2. A 

3. B 

4. A 

5. D 

6. C 

7. B 

8. C 

9. A 

10. A 

11. C 

12. B 

13. C 

14. A 

15. D 

16. B 

17. D 

18. C 

19. C 

20. B 

21. B 

22. C 

23. B 

24. A 

25. B 

Ansswer Key Post-test  

1. A 

2. B 

3. A 

4. A 

5. D 

6. A 

7. C 

8. B 

9. C 

10. D 

11. B 

12. A 

13. D 

14. B 

15. C 

16. D 

17. A 

18. B 

19. A 

20. B 

21. C 

22. B 

23. A 

24. D 

25. A 
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APPENDIX V 

The Row Score of the Students’ Pre-Test and Post-Test 

No Respondents 
Pre-Test 

(X1) 

Post-Test 

(X2) 
D (X2 –X1) D

2 

1 M1 30 75 45 2025 

2 M2 30 55 25 625 

3 M3 50 85 35 1225 

4 M4 50 85 35 1225 

5 M5 40 60 20 400 

6 M6 35 60 25 625 

7 M7 45 70 25 625 

8 M8 40 70 30 900 

9 M9 30 65 35 1225 

10 M10 45 70 25 625 

11 M11 30 60 30 900 

12 M12 40 75 35 1225 

13 M13 40 70 30 900 

14 M14 40 65 25 625 

15 M15 55 75 20 400 

16 M16 40 60 20 400 

17 M17 40 55 15 225 

18 M18 30 75 45 2025 

19 M19 55 75 20 400 

20 M20 25 75 50 2500 

Jumlah ∑X 1= 790 ∑X2 =1380 ∑D =590 ∑D
2
=19.100 
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APPENDIX VI 

A. The Mean Score of Pre-Test and Post Test 

 

1. Pre-Test 

  
  

 
 

   
   

  
 

       

2. Post-Test 

  
  

 
 

   
    

  
 

     

B. The Mean Score of Gain (D) 
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APPENDIX VII 

The Perecentage of Students’ Improvement in Pre-Test and Post-Test 
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Appendix VIII 

The Significance Different 

 

D = 29,5     ∑D
 
= 590  

∑D
2
 = 19.100     N = 20 

1. t – Test 
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2. t- Table 

For level of significance (D) = 0,05 

Degree of freedom (df) = (N- 1)  = 19 

t – Table = 2,09 
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APPENDIX IX 

The Distribution of T-Table 

Df 
P 

0.10 0.05 0.01 0.001 

1 6,314 12,706 63,657 636,619 

2 2,920 4,303 9,925 31,599 

3 2,353 3,182 5,841 12,924 

4 2,132 2,776 4,604 12,924 

5 2,015 2,571 4,032 6,869 

6 1,943 2,447 3,707 5,959 

7 1,895 2,365 3,499 5,408 

8 1,860 2,306 3,355 5,041 

9 1,833 2,262 3,250 4,781 

10 1,812 2,228 3,169 4,587 

11 1,796 2,201 3,106 4,437 

12 1,782 2,179 3,055 4,318 

13 1,771 2,160 3,012 4,221 

14 1,761 2,145 2,977 4,140 

15 1,753 2,131 2,947 4,073 

16 1,756 2,120 2,921 4,015 

17 1,740 2,110 2,898 3,965 

18 1,734 2,101 2,878 3,922 

19 1,729 2,093 2,861 3,883 

20 1,725 2,086 2,845 3,819 

21 1,721 2,080 2,831 3,819 

22 1,717 2,074 2,819 3,792 

23 1,714 2,069 2,807 3,768 

24 1,711 2,064 2,797 3,745 

25 1,708 2,060 2,787 3,725 

26 1,706 2,056 2,779 3,707 

27 1,703 2,052 2,771 3,690 

28 1,701 2,048 2,763 3,674 

29 1,699 2,045 2,756 3,659 

30 1,697 2,042 2,750 3,646 

40 1,684 2,021 2,704 3,551 

50 1,676 2,009 2,678 3,496 

60 1,671 2,000 2,660 3,460 

80 1,664 1,990 2,639 3,416 

APPENDIX X 

DOCUMENTATION 
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